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Dear Reader, 
           
If you would like to share your memo-
rable experiences with us, please feel 
free to contact us with your write ups, 
articles, anecdotes, photos and others. 
Good pictures will be acknowledged 
and published in the Reader’s Click 
section. For the Travel Humour section, 
you can send us any travel related funny 
photos or sketches.
                 
For more about us, visit our website: 
www.touriositytravel.com and 
www.thetouriosity.com
           
Send us your feedback at:
touriosity2012@gmail.com or
ttmag.english@gmail.com

Photo Contributors:

Grete Howard, UK; 
Amartya Mukerjee, Bangalore; 
Anindita Datta, Kolkata; 
Randeep Singh, Jalandhar; 
Sanghamitra, Kolkata;
Tannistha Nandi, Kolkata;
Rupanjana De, Kolkata;

Illustrations By: 

Joaquin Gonzalez Dorao, Spain; 

COVER PHOTO: 

A Cheetah family in Tanzania

Photo by Grete Howard, UK

The views and opinions expressed in the 
articles are solely those of the writers and 
contributors. Touriosity Travelmag is not 
responsible for any personal views ex-
pressed by the authors or contributors.

Forest issues have been a regular feature of Touriosity. Over the years, 
we have focused on various sub-topics in our forest themed issues, 
mainly choosing certain species or restricting ourselves to certain geo-
graphical limits, this forest issue, however, is different. We chose to bring 
glimpses of families, love and bonding from the wilderness in this issue. 
We have a beautiful article dedicated to the mothers and their parent-
ing. One doesn’t need to be a traveller, an avid photographer or a wild-
life enthusiast to read through the stories and find them interesting. 
There is also an Artist’s Impression of the Peruvian Amazon Rainforest.  
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Dr. Paritosh Nandi

AN APPEAL TO TOURISTS

Activities like poaching, hunting for sport, land encroachment for 
habitation, accidents due to rash driving and pollution of forest ar-
eas by littering and noise endanger animals. With responsible acts 
and proper care we can ensure that animals do not become endan-
gered and extinct eventually. LET US BE RESPONSIBLE TOURISTS!
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I am back as the Editor of Touriosity after almost four years. 

And this issue of Touriosity will be my fourth one as an Edi-

tor, although I am already involved with every issue in vari-

ous other capacities. I am happy to take up this important 

role for a magazine that I hold so close to my heart. 

Let me confess something at the very outset. Although I 

love forests, and enjoy being there, I have visited very few 

forests in reality. The tremendous abundance and variety of 

wildlife in the world overwhelms me nonetheless. But more 

than the fauna, I find myself more interested in the flora. As 

a professional working in the area of sustainability and cli-

mate change, cutting of trees and diminishing forest cover 

of the world has always had me concerned. For the very 

second issue of Touriosity back in August 2012, also themed 

on forests, I remember having penned down an article on 

the endangerment of forests in India. The same was very 

well received by the readers of Touriosity. 

Now, back to our theme, forests and wildlife have captured 

the curiosity of human beings since time immemorial. Urban 

dwellers are often taken over by the urge to escape the mono-

tonicity of life in the concrete jungle by setting foot in the 

wilderness. The peace and serenity of forests beckon us all. 

These days, Information and technology and wide access of social media has made wildlife tourism all the more popular, to travel-

lers, family holidayers and photographers alike. Forest Tourism or wildlife tourism is a multimillion dollar global industry now. Many 

countries of the world, especially the African nations, are dependent largely on wildlife tourism as the major earner of revenue. Wild-

life tourism is also an important sector in Asian countries like India, Bangladesh, Malaysia, Indonesia and Sri Lanka. This sector can 

embrace a whole lot of diverse activities, starting from eco-tourism to animal safaris or photographic tours and even game hunting. 

Depending upon the type and population of wildlife inhabiting the country, the condition of the economy and availability of infra-

structure, one or more of these activities are made available to tourists and wildlife enthusiasts.

In each of our forest or wildlife themed issues of the past, we have tried to restrict ourselves to one core area, either geographically 

or thematically. This time we decided to make it very simple and bring the beauty and variety of the forests to our readers. We have 

focused on families in the wild and captured the love and bonding that makes life in forests so special. 

I hope this issue will delight the readers and help them love our ecological system better. We have been blessed with the bounty of 

nature and must do our best to preserve them and enjoy them without harming their habitats! The call of the wild is loud and clear, 

and we only need to walk the right path to have a safe and beautiful world! 

Hope I have done justice to the theme and that readers will enjoy this issue as much as they have loved the previous ones. Please do 

send us your thoughts, feedback and suggestions at ttmag.english@gmail.com as usual. Also do write to us about your adventures 

and experiences around the world. Touriosity would be more than happy to publish your stories for the world to read.

Happy travelling! 
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Moms in the wilderness
Just like the human mothers, animal 
mothers are known to be fiercely pro-
tective of their children and will do an-
ything to keep them safe. This article 
digs deep into parenting in the wild.  

Family bonding in the wild
Bonding amonst animals is very spe-
cial. In some species there are strong 
family ties and community parenting. 
This photo feature has captured some 
such special bonding moments.

Travel horoscope
If you love travelling, you would prob-
ably be interested in knowing what the 
month ahead holds for you, not only in 
general but also in terms of travel. This 
horoscope will help you plan.

Amazon Rainforests
The Amazon Rainforest, located in 
South America, is the world’s largest 
tropical rainforest and is rich in biodi-
versity. This article provides an Artist’s 
Impression of the Peruvian Amazon.
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We the humans are not the only ones 
that go out of the way to protect, 
nurture and raise our young ones. 
Just like the human mothers, animal 
mothers are known to be fiercely 
protective of their children and will 
do anything to keep them safe. The 
animal kingdom is replete with su-
permoms that take the time to teach 
their babies how to find food and 
protect themselves against danger. 
But they have other traits as well. 
These few pages are dedicated to 
motherhood in the animal kingdom

Polar Bear 
Epitome of dedication and sacrifice

Polar bear moms sacrifice their life-
style and freedom during pregnancy. 
First of all they gain up to 200 kg to 
ensure the foetus is not reabsorbed 
by her body and then they spend 9 
months holed up in a tiny den deep 
under the snow drifts protected from 
the outside elements in preparation 
for birth. There, the mother spends 
four to eight months without eating 
anything. She gives birth, usually 
twins which are hardly 1 pound in 
weight, between November and 
January in isolation in the hole. She 
keeps the cubs warm and healthy us-

ing her body heat and milk, and when Spring arrives around 
March, she comes out of the hole leading her cubs to the 
ice to hunt seals. Thus begins a two-and-a-half year period 
during which the cubs stick closely to her to learn the neces-
sary survival skills in the cold climate and gradually become 
independent.

Emperor Penguin 
Very responsible moms who walk 50 miles for their babies 

after birth

After laying egg, the mother leaves it under the supervi-
sion of a male, who keeps the egg warm, and she walks up 
to 50 miles to the ocean to catch fish. She then returns to 
regurgitate that fish to the newly hatched chicks. The male 
hands the chick back to the feet of the female, who keeps 
the newborn tucked close to her body to avoid the cold that 
can kill a chick in just two minutes. Emperor Penguin moms 
only lay one egg each year, hence the chicks are incredibly 
valuable to them.

Cheetah 
Powerful and protective single mothers

Cheetah mother is a hard-working single mother that raises 
two to eight cubs all alone. Cheetah moms are also known 
to adopt orphan cubs. They feed them, protect them from 
predators and teach them everything all alone. Cheetah 
moms move their litter to a new location every four days 
to prevent a build-up of smell that predators can track. The 
babies nurse for eight months and then they are given les-
sons on how to stalk and hunt. After 18 months of training 
as hunters, the cheetah cubs finally leave their mothers. The 

cubs form a sibling group that will stay 
together for another six months.

Elephants 
Longest pregnancy, nursing and 

lifetime bond

Elephant moms have the longest ges-
tation period among all mammals and 
that extends to 22 months, meaning 
almost 2 years. Once the newborn 
arrives, the elephant moms nurse their 
calves for four to six years. And it’s a 
full time job to raise a baby elephant. 
And even after they are weaned, el-
ephants are known to stay with their 
mothers for at least 16 more years.

But it must be remembered, when 
it comes to elephants, a new mom 
is not alone in bringing up her baby. 
Elephants live in a matriarchal society, 

1. A protective cheetah mom with two of her 

few-days-old cubs;

2. A Polar Bear in the wilderness of the 

Norwegian Arctic;

3. A penguin family in Port Lockroy, Ant-

arctica;

4. A cheetah mother with her young cub in 

the wilderness of Tanzania; 

5. An African Elephant mother with her new 

born baby.
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and a typical family consist of mother, aunts, their 
daughters and so on. So when there is a birth in the 
family, other females in the family and social group 
help a calf to its feet after birth and show the baby 
how to nurse. The sisters, aunts and other females 
help care for the baby, giving the mother a much-
needed break. This phenomenon is called ‘allomother-
ing’. The older elephants adjust the pace of the herd 

so the calf can keep up with them. By watching the adults, the calf learns which 
plants to eat and how to access them. If a mother elephant dies before her baby 
reaches two years of age, in all probability it will not survive, despite the efforts of 
other female elephants.

Orangutan 
Strong bond with mothers

The bond between an orangutan mother and her baby is one of the strongest. Dur-
ing the first two years of life, the babies are entirely dependent on their mothers for 
both food and transportation. They feed together. They are in the same nest. They 
are almost constantly in body contact. They cling to their mothers, who carry them 
everywhere and provide all their food. The moms can breast feed them until they are 
eight years old and carry their babies around until they are five years old , teaching 
them where to find food, what to eat and what not and the technique for building 
a sleeping nest. Young orangutans learn nearly everything they need to know from 
their mothers. When orangutans eventually leave home the female orangutans are 
also known to keep visiting their mothers until they reach the age of 15 or 16.

Lions
The real supermoms from the wild

Lions live in prides or large group of lions and lionesses. However, lionesses give birth 
away from the pride, typically between one to four cubs in one litter. Since the cubs 
are born helpless and don’t even open their eyes until 3-11 days of age, she keeps 
them hidden from all animals, including her own pride. When they are about eight 
weeks old, she finally introduces them to the pride. Interestingly, lionesses are known 
for communal care of their cubs. Many females in a pride give birth around the same 
time, so they have cubs of similar age, and they care for, protect, feed and even 
nurse each other’s young ones. 

Hunting is an important skill every lion must possess. However while the lions 
laze around, it is the lionesses that actually do the hunting. From an early age the 
lionesses train the cubs, including the male ones, to hunt. Hunting training begins 
around three months of age when they are still nursing, but the lionesses also make 
the cubs eat after the kill, thus gearing them up for their future.

An important job of a lioness is to protect her cubs, as majority of them do not live to 
see their first birthday. There are two main reasons behind this - starvation and coali-
tion invading. Often a group of ousted male lions from another pride form a coalition 
and look for a pride of females to mate. When they locate one, the first thing they 
do is fight the existing males. If they succeed in invading, the next target is the cubs 
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1,2. Mountain Gorillas in Rwanda with their babies;

3. An African lioness with her newborn cub;     

4. An Exmoor Pony and calf in Holnicote, UK; 

5. Mother and baby rhino in Kaziranga National Park;

6. A Grey Crowned Crane with its chicks;

7. A mother Wartog leading its babies;

8. A Zebra mom and its baby in the wilderness of Africa

9. A mother wildebeest with its calf born minutes ago in Tanzania.

because only if they are killed the females will agree to mate and then 
these invading lions will have their own heirs. To protect their cubs the 
lionesses do everything in their capacity, even laying down their lives at 
times. While it is difficult for the lionesses to defeat the larger males, it is 
not impossible when all females working together overpower them by 
their sheer number.

Gorillas 
Much like human moms

Gorilla moms are similar to human moms in many ways. They clean their 
babies after birth, kiss them, cuddle them and even clear their nasal pas-
sages. Gorillas bond and stay together as family units throughout their 
lives (males, females and children). Mothers are highly protective of their 
babies and carry them until they learn to walk. Many moms are known 
to have died trying to protect their babies from poachers. 
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Octopus 
She lives till she gives birth

This is more of a sad story. Octopus mothers reproduce only once in 
their lives. They lay a clutch of eggs and wait for them to hatch. She 
takes care of the eggs for one month, never leaving, not even for 
food. So she gradually becomes very weak and by the time the eggs 
hatch, she dies. 

Giraffes
Sleepless mothering

Giraffes are the giant moms of the animal world, reaching up to 20 
feet tall. After a pregnancy of 15 months, they give birth to a calf that 
is 6.5 feet tall. Within half an hour, the baby giraffe tries to stand and 
walk with its mother’s encouragement. When going to collect food 
the mother hides it or leaves it with any other mother giraffe who 
babysits it until she arrives. Giraffe moms get only about 30 minutes 
of sleep a day, usually just a few minutes at a time. Because of the ex-
istence of many predators the babies need protection of their mothers 
until they are old enough. Giraffes do not stay long with their partners 
and hence the babies stick to their moms for a long time. 

Pandas 
Giant mom of tiniest babies

At birth, giant panda cubs are blind and tiny, weighing only about 
three to five ounces, while the mom weighs about 300 pounds. They 
care for the tiny, helpless babies with a lot of effort and attention, 
cradling them constantly.

1. A Hartebeest mother breastfeeding her calf;

2. Thompsons gazelle with her calf;

3. Impala mother and baby;    

4. A Topi mother and her calf;

5. An African mother goat and her baby;

6. Key Deer and baby at Florida Keys, USA;

7. A Sambar doe and fawn;

8. A mother and baby giraffe in the wilderness of Africa;

9. A Baboon mother with its baby;

10. Olive babboon carrying its baby;

11. Black Faced Vervet Monkey with its baby;

12. Sykes Monkey with its baby on the back.

Alligator 
She carries her babies in her giant jaws

An alligator mother makes her nest on the shore to lay eggs. After 
the babies are born she carries them in her mouth to protect them 
from predators like herons and skunks. She stays with her babies for 
about a year, protecting them and providing free rides.

Meerkats
Teaching babies how to eat venomous scorpions

Venomous scorpions are a main food for Africa’s meerkats, but the 
babies must be taught the art of handling the dangerous prey. Moth-
ers and other family members patiently tutor their young ones how 
to disable the stingers of scorpions after injuring them and have them 
eat the living arachnids.
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Throughout the park, there are 
numerous other fountains of 
great diversity and beauty like 
the Pyramid Fountain and Crown 
Fountain in the Summer Garden, 
the Umbrella Trick Fountain, the 
Chess Cascade, the Joke Foun-
tains, the Neptune Fountain and 
so on. Tsar Peter I was fond of 
jokes and pranks and conceived of 
the idea of creating some ‘squirt-
ing amusements’ in the Peterhof 
that would spray water on unwary 
visitors who happen to step on a 
particular paving stone or pass by 
a certain structure. The Umbrella 
Trick Fountain is one such installa-
tion. Some trick-fountains of the 
Lower Park however were added 
much after his time in the late 
18th century but the designs for 
the same were done in conso-
nance with the fountains of Tsar 
Peter I’s time.

The fountains of Peterhof Palace 
are among the biggest tourist 
attractions in Russia. They attract 
millions of visitors from around 
the world every year. For those 
who arrive by the sea at Peter-
hof, the first view of the Grand 
Cascade with the majestic palace 
at the background is simply out of 
the world. 

Of all the fountains in the palace 
complex, there are around 100 
functioning ones and some are 
accompanied by music too. 

The Summer Garden in Peterhof 
Palace complex was the first place 

to have fountains installed in them as far back as 1705 AD. 
Many fountains in the garden have been renovated in the 
recent times and restored to their past glory. The Pyramid 
Fountain, built in 1724, is one such iconic fountain. It was 
renovated in the 2010s. It is so named as the jets of water 
coming from it looks like forming the shape of a pyramid.

The Crown Fountain, designed a year later in 1725, is located 
near an entrance to the Summer Garden. The naming is thus 
because the water jets create a crown-like composition. Barely 
52 years after its installation it was destroyed by a flood. In the 
2010s it was recreated using old drawings and paintings.

The natural slope of Chessboard Hill at Peterhof Palace was 
chosen for the iconic Chess Cascade. This fountain construct-
ed in a cascade-style dates back to the first part of the 18th 
century. There are four giant chess boards over which the 
water spills down. There is a flight of steps on both sides of 
the cascade where one finds beautiful sculptures of Neptune, 
Olympia, Jupiter and Pluto. The top of the cascade is a grotto 
that is guarded by three dragons. 

The Neptune Fountain located in the upper gardens is another 

Cover photo: An artists impression of 

the Peterof Palace Complex and its 

fountains; 

Top Right: The Peterof Palace and 

Samson fountain from a distance; 

Top left: Close up view of the Samson 

fountain.

important fountain of Peterhof 
Palace complex. It dates back 
from the later part of the 18th 
century. As one can probably 
imagine, there is the sculpture of 
a crowned Neptune holding a tri-
dent on the top. He is surrounded 
by mythical creatures of the sea, 
Nymphs, tritons and figures riding 
hippocampi.

The Umbrella Trick Fountain, cre-
ated in 1796 resembles the shape 
of an umbrella. The central pillar 
is circled with chairs with carved 
arm rests. There are 164 nozzles 
hidden behind the elegant carved 
festoons. Whenever any visitor 
comes under the umbrella, the 
nozzles begin to spout water, 
forming a dense water curtain, 
taking the visitors quite by sur-
prise.

The fountains of Peterhof are op-
erational every year from mid of 
May till the mid of September and 
the timings are roughly 10 am till 
6 pm. Saturdays and Sundays are 
too crowded and hence it is better 
to avoid these two days.
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You can be presented with a new money-making opportunity, start a second job, side gig for extra cash, or turn a hobby into a money-
making venture. Emotionally, you’re even and calm. Singles could find this a time when love really does walk into your life or you finally 
realise how much someone means to you. 

Places to visit: Poland - Poland has preserved and rebuilt many important monuments including 14 UNESCO World Heritage sites. It’s 
also cheaper than other primary European destinations.

Dharamshala: Dharamshala is popular with hiking enthusiasts and travellers interested in yoga and Indian cooking lessons.

Favourable Dates: Oct 1, 3, 10, 12, 19, 21  Favourable Colours: White & Green

You are easily engrossed by special subjects and projects this month, and eagerly throw yourself into learning and producing. You can 
have more communications at or about your work, and can get through the grunt work with ease. You get along well with others, 
and can begin a new relationship, personal or professional. 

Places to visit: Japan – It attracts leisure tourists to visits its breathtaking scenery including the famous cherry blossoms and Mount Fuji

Jaisalmer - The yellow sandstone walls of the “Golden City” rise from the Thar desert like a scene from the Arabian Nights while the 
Jaisalmer Fort crowns the city.

Favourable Dates: Oct 3, 9, 12, 18, 21, 27   Favourable Colours: Yellow & Brown

You get organized, keep everything in its place, and can focus on the details. You do well with your work now, and can have more 
communications at work. If single, you can meet lots of new people but keep it casual, and are flirty. If in a relationship, you try to 
make it feel like it did when you first got together. 

Places to visit: Hungary - Cheap prices and beautiful natural features such as the world’s second largest thermal lake and large grass-
lands have made Hungary an increasingly common Eurotrip destination.

Jim Corbett National Park - Visitors may see other wildlife, including elephants, leopards, rhinoceros and Himalayan black bears.

Favourable Dates: Oct 1, 4, 10, 13, 19, 22  Favourable Colours: Red & Grey

You’re likely to enjoy a peaceful and stress-free month. All aspects of your life have the potential to effortlessly fall into place, with 
seemingly little effort from you. This period is encouraging a time of personal growth through sharing of love and affections. You can 
work well on creative projects now, and find inspiration everywhere. 

Places to visit: Greece - Greece draws in most of its tourists to visit the pristine beaches, islands, and coastal cities’ historical monu-
ments.

Thickse Monastry: It is in Ladakh and important Buddhist art, such as stupas and wall paintings, can be found here.

Favourable Dates: Oct 2, 8, 11, 17, 20, 26  Favourable Colours: Red & Green

This month could see a shift in your financial circumstances. The financial results won’t necessarily be immediate, but at the very least, 
you’ll lay the groundwork for a more prosperous future. A loan or other form of support is on the agenda by the last week of the month. 

Places to visit: Rome - The Colosseum, St. Peter’s Basilica and the awe-inspiring Trevi Fountain are essential places for any traveller to 
visit in Italy’s capital.

Ranakpur Temple: Ranakpur Temple is an imposing and highly decorative Jain temple that is famous for its art and architecture, con-
sidered some of the world’s best.

Favourable Dates: Oct 1, 4, 10, 13, 19, 22  Favourable Colours: White & Blue

You will embark on a new project or you’ll get a promotion at work. There may be a need to let go of something or someone at this 
time, but it’s also a good period for gaining new information that helps you to move forward.

Places to visit: London - Exploring the world-class British Museum, seeing a musical in the West End, touring the Tower of London 
and gorging on fish and chips at a local pub

Bandhavgarh: Bandhavgarh provides an opportunity to see leopards, barking deer, sloth bears, hyenas, and Indian bison and wolves, 
but Bengal tigers are definitely the star attraction

Favourable Dates: Oct 1, 3, 10, 12, 19, 21  Favourable Colours: Red & Blue
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Manish Kumar
Arora is a 
renowned KP 
Astrologer, 
Numerologist, 
Tarot Reader and 
Vastu Consultant. 
He will be with 
Touriosity Travel-
mag to 
bring to our 
readers monthly 
predictions based 
on zodiac signs 
with special 
emphasis on travel 
predictions. Our 
readers can plan 
their tours accord-
ingly. He can be 
reached at man-
ish@manishas-
trologer.com

You come up with lots of new ideas that you’re enthusiastic about, are excited by mental projects, and share all 
of the information that you have. You can finish a project that helps further you along your career path, achieve 
a goal, or give up on a goal. 

Places to visit: Paris - The gentle River Seine rambles through the city, flanked by stately museums, blocks of 
Rococo- and Neoclassic-design architecture get further enhanced by cascading trees and glowing streetlamps.

Palolem: It is a natural bay in Goa surrounded by lofty headlands on either sides, resulting in a calm, idyllic sea 
with a gently sloping bed.

Favourable Dates: Oct 6, 9, 15, 18, 24, 27  Favourable Colours: Yellow & Blue

You may find that you are now able to walk a new path that you have been preparing for. Pragmatic and goal-
oriented, you soon learn how to get things done, for you aspire to positions of power and authority and admire 
others who attain such positions. 

Places to visit: Amsterdam - Spend the day biking along the city’s canals and stylish streets before exploring 
noteworthy museums (think the Van Gogh Museum). 

Dalhousie: Notably one of the best tourist attractions in India famous for its sightseeing places like Panch Pulla, 
Satdhara Falls, Khajjiar, Kalatop wildlife sanctuary, Subhash Baoli, Daikund Peak, Chamunda Devi Temple,

Favourable Dates: Oct 1, 5, 10, 14, 19, 23  Favourable Colours: Red & Blue 

You can be presented with a new opportunity to advance further in your career, achieve a goal, are in the 
spotlight for something you’ve done, and feel good about the direction you’re going in. Your intuition is strong, 
so listen to what your gut is trying to tell you. 

Places to visit: Venice - With an abundance of theaters, churches, historic sites and notable eateries, this desti-
nation on Italy’s north eastern coast will enchant all types of travelers.

Kasol: It’s a small hamlet but almost infested with bakeries, reggae bars, and affordable guesthouses catering 
to a wide hipster Israeli crowd.

Favourable Dates: Oct 1, 5, 10, 14, 19, 23  Favourable Colours: Red & Blue

You can begin a research project, are presented with an opportunity to do something that benefits you and 
other people. Home and family ties will be significant in your life and developing a secure, comfortable home 
environment will be a boon to your state of mind, irrespective of your marital state. 

Places to visit:  Athens - Its laid-back lifestyle and incredible food attract the masses just as much as the world-
class Acropolis and Parthenon do.

Bir: There are tons of activities and sightseeing spots like Sherab Ling Monastery, Bir Tea Factory, Chokling 
monastery, Deer Park Institute, Dharmalaya Institute, Tibetan Colony, and Bir Road.

Favourable Dates: Oct 2, 5, 11, 14, 20, 23  Favourable Colours: White & Yellow

This month is encouraging you to see past your current concerns and to look into the future knowing your 
choices now will impact others or yourself at a later date. You might find partnership responsibilities or demands 
wearing at this time. You can find other people to be mentally draining, and need time alone to recover. 

Places to visit: Tuscany - You can savor Tuscany’s rich flavors at charming restaurants in Siena and Cinque Terre, 
or head straight to the source on a winery or olive grove tour

Rishikesh: There are many tourists attractions like Lakshman Jhula, Haridwar, Shivpuri, Neelkanth Mahadev 
Temple, Parmarth Niketan, Ram Jhula, Triveni Ghat, Vashishta Gufa and much more.

Favourable Dates: Oct 3, 7, 12, 15, 21, 25  Favourable Colours: Blue & Yellow

You may derive income from unusual sources or from suggestions or ideas from those with whom you would 
not normally associate. If single, you may be on a high this month with lots of opportunities for romance in the 
circle of friends. 

Places to visit: Barcelona - Barcelona’s diverse collection of architecture really makes the city stand out. Gaudí’s 
Parc Güell and La Sagrada Familia are impressive, as are La Seu and Montjuïc Castle.

Auri: Encircled by snow-covered mountains of the majestic Himalayas, this rugged land flourishes with fascinat-
ing scenes of oak-fringed inclines and delightful rich coniferous forests.

Favourable Dates: Oct 2, 7, 11, 16, 20, 25  Favourable Colours: White & Green



The world is dotted with beautiful fountains, some with the most 
amazing sculpture and stunning designs, others defying gravity to 
reach incredible heights, some known for their musical tunes, other 
for their rainbow colours. In other words, these places deserve a 
visit by history and art lovers as well as travel enthusiasts. However, 
fountains were originally only meant for supply of water for daily 
necessities to people in the neighbourhood. So their design and aes-
thetics took the back seat. As cities modernised, fountains lost their 
importance as the source of water for citizens. Today, they represent 
historical monuments, things of beauty and remnants of the bygone 
era. This makes them big tourist attractions. The beauty of their struc-
tures as well as the shimmering waters leave visitors in awe. Here are 
thirty of the most famous and utterly beautiful fountains in the world 
that we thought our readers must have in their bucket list:
Fontana delle Tartarughe, Rome, Italy

The Turtle Fountain is a late Italian Renaissance-style fountain, located 

in Piazza Mattei in Sant’Angelo district of Rome. Built between 1580 and 
1588 by architect Giacomo della Porta and sculptor Taddeo Landini, it 
was meant to supply drinking water to the Romans. The fountain has a 
square basin with a circular vasque mounted on a pedestal in the center. 
There are four human heads spouting water into the basin. There are 
four bronze ephebes around the vasque of the fountain, each resting a 
foot on the head of a bronze dolphin, and one hand raised towards the 
edge of the vasque. The mouths of the dolphins also spout water into the 
conch shells surrounding the base of the fountain.
Archibald Fountain, Sydney, Australia
 
The Archibald Fountain, dating from 1932, is a true historical land-
mark. Located in the Hyde Park, in central Sydney, in New South 
Wales, Australia, the fountain is formally named as J.F. Archibald 
Memorial Fountain. The design incorporates Greek and Roman ele-
ments and features the Greek God Apollo surrounded by other mythi-
cal beings that beautifully spray water to the delight of park visitors. 

This fountain is one of the biggest attractions in the whole of the 
continent of Australia. The fountain was installed in honour of the 
association of France and Australia during the First World War. The 
design of this fountain was inspired by the classical Greek and Roman 
history, art and literature. Built of granite and bronze, this fountain is 
open 24 hours.
Fountain Of Montjuïc Palace, Barcelona, Spain
 
The Magic Fountain of the Montjuïc neighborhood located below 
the majestic Palau Nacional on the Montjuïc hill in Barcelona near 
the Plaça d’Espanya is considered to be one of the world’s largest 
fountains. The fountain was constructed for the 1929 Barcelona Inter-
national Exposition. Located in the neighbourhood of Montjuïc, this 
fountain is famous for the daily light and sound performances which 
thousands of tourists gather to witness every evening. This fountain 
located in Plaça de Carles Buïgas was constructed in 1929 and it start-
ed the evening light shows in 1980. The show is a spectacular display 
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of colour, light, motion, music and water acrobatics and is definitely a 
MUST SEE attraction of Barcelona.
The Fountain of Wealth, Suntec City, Singapore 
 
This is the world’s largest fountain as per the Guinness Book of World 
Records (inscribed in 1998). Located outside the Suntec City shopping 
mall in Singapore, this fountain covers an area of about 1,700 sq.m. 
and reaches a height of 13.8 meters (45 feet). In the evenings there is 
a laser performance that includes personalized messages displayed in 
the water screen in the middle of the cascading water.

The fountain was built in 1995 as a symbol of wealth and life based on 
the Hindu Mandala, meaning the universe. This represents the unity, 
spirit, equality and harmony of the four different races that make up 
the population of Singapore. The fountain of bronze structure has a 
circumference of 66 meters and is supported on four large slanted 
columns. At certain times of the day the fountain is switched off and 
one can walk under the main structure around a smaller fountain in 

the centre. It is said that if you circle the smaller fountain 3 times and 
touch its water, you receive good luck.
Trevi Fountain, Rome, Italy
 
At 86 feet high and 162 feet wide, the Trevi Fountain is one of the 
tallest water fountains in the world. The fountain was designed by 
arcitect Nicola Salvi and completed by Guiseppe Pannini, Alessan-
dro Galilei and many other architects. It is one of the biggest tourist 
attractions of Rome. In this iconic Baroque style fountain located in 
Piazza di Trevi in the Trevi district of Rome, the sculpture of the Sea 
God Oceanus is the central figure and the water cascades below him 
and empties into a large basin. Built in 1762 AD, the Trevi Fountain is 
also one of the oldest fountains in the world, but is still fully func-
tional even after more than 250 years. The fountain has famously 
featured in many films including Federico Fellini’s La Dolce Vita and 
the Three Coins in the Fountain. There are a lot of superstitions as-
sociated with tossing coins into the fountain and this has resulted in 

an estimated 3,000 euros a day in coins being tossed into the fountain 
every day even now. 
The Buckingham Fountain, Chicago, United States
 
Another beautiful, and one of the world’s largest fountains, this one 
is situated in the centre of Grant Park in Chicago in the United States. 
Opened in the year 1927, this fountain is not to be linked with the 
more famous palace of the same name were the British monarch 
resides. The name of the fountain comes from philanthropist Kate S. 
Buckingham who dedicated it to her brother and is hence, also known 
as the Clarence Buckingham Memorial Fountain. Built in the impressive 
rococo wedding cake style design, this fountain is said to be inspired 
by the the Bassin De Latone fountain at the Palace of Versailles in 
France. This fountain features 134 water jets that can shoot water 
to a height of more than 150 feet. There is a major water display for 
20 minutes every hour for visitors. An incredible piece of information 
about it is that in a single minute the fountain sprays out more than 
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15,000 gallons of water. The fountain is a thing to behold between 8 
in the morning and 11 at night.
Friendship of Nations Fountain, Moscow, Russia
 
In a city of extraordinary structures and tourist attractions, one of the 
most stunning landmarks is the Friendship of Nations Fountain that 
displays 16 bronze and gold-plated statutes of women that represent 
the 15 former member nations of the of erstwhile Soviet Union, viz., 
Russia, Ukraine, Belarus, Armenia, Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia, Moldova, 
Georgia, Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, Kirghizstan, Azerbaijan 
and Kazakhstan. The 16th statue represents Karelia or the Karelo-
Finnish SSR which existed as independent nation from 1940 until it 
was incorporated back into Russia in 1956. The fountain represents 
the national identity of all these former SSRs to the Soviet people and 
the world. The majestic fountain is located in the plaza within the 
larger All-Russian Exhibition Centre. There are a total of 800 water 
jets. The statues representing each former SSR is adorned in the 

national costume of their country. This is one of the top attractions in 
the Russian capital.
Bellagio Fountains, Las Vegas, Nevada, USA
 
This fountain located in Las Vegas is one of the tallest fountains in the 
world and also one of the world’s first luxury fountain to be ever built. 
When opened in 1998, it was also the largest fountain in the world. 
Located on the Las Vegas casino’s 8-acre lake in front of the Bellagio 
Hotel, this beautifully choreographed fountain entertains people with 
spectacular performance all round the year. The light, music and colour 
show brings in front of the visitors a never-to-be-forgotten experience 
every 15 to 30 minutes. The colours also change depending on the 
day, holiday or event. The show timings are from 3 in the afternoon till 
midnight every day. The fountain that can shoot water to the height 
of a 24-story building (460 ft) comprises of 1,214 water jets, 8,000 
meters of pipe and 4,500 lights. The amount of water in the air at 
any moment when the fountain is operating is 77,284 liters (20,416 

gallons). The fountain was famously shown in the ollywood movie 
Ocean’s Eleven. 
Palace of Versailles, Versailles, France
 
Fountains are an important part of French gardens, and Versailles is 
no exception. The opulent palace complex spread across 2,000 acres 
boasts a number of 17th century fountains, located in the Petit Parc, 
and these include the Flora Fountain, the Ceres Fountain, the Bacchus 
Fountain, the Saturn Fountain, the Fountains of the Fight of Animals, 
Dragon Fountain, Neptune Fountain, Latona’s Fountain and Apollo’s 
Fountain. In the 17th century the knowledge of hydraulics had not 
developed much and hence bringing water to the Palace of Versailles 
was a big challenge. Louis XIV’s desire to have the many fountains 
therefore led to the development of hydraulic science. He had a host 
of pumps, aqueducts, reservoirs and artificial lakes created to provide 
water to the fountains. Inspired by The Metamorphoses by Ovide, 
the spectacular Latona’s fountain illustrates the story of Latona, the 
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Tony Giles is a 43-year-old 
English guy who is 100 percent 
blind and 80 percent deaf, and 
yet he has already visited 128 
countries. And not just that, he 
has also tried extreme adven-
tures, from bungee jumping to 
surfing. For him, travel and life 
are so much interlinked, and he 
travels, not just for the fun of it, 
or to ‘see’ the world, but also to 
discover more and more about 
himself. Tony’s Greek partner 
Tatiana often accompanies him 
on his tours.

So while most blind people 
would spend most of their lives 
in one city, Tony has made it a 
mission of his life to travel, and 
although he cannot see places, 
he can use all the other senses. 
With a hearing aid, Tony is able 

to hear normally too. 

Tony is not blind by birth, 
although born with defect in 
his vision. As a child, he could 
see black letters on white 
paper if those letters were 4 
to 5 centimetres big. He also 
went to school and started his 
primary education before he 
completely lost his sight at the 
age of 10. He not only com-
pleted his primary school in a 
school for blind children, he 
even took up American studies 
at the university in Northamp-
ton and later moved to the 
USA for higher studies. That’s 
when he began travelling more 
and more around the world 
and travelled almost non-stop 
for six to seven years. How-
ever, for a brief period after he 

received a kidney transplant 
13 years ago, he had taken 
a break from travel. By that 
time, he had already set his 
foot on 50 countries. As soon 
as he was fit enough to fly, he 
started travelling again. 

Tony says that blind people 
must have enormous trust on 
fellow human beings. He needs 
help crossing roads, in ordering 
food, in finding seat on a bus, 
and even during withdrawing 
money. While withdrawing 
money you actually have to 
hand over your Bank card and 
the pass code to a stranger. 
But Tony says except for one 
stray incident in Senegal when 
it came close to that, he has 
never actually experienced 
someone running away with 

his card and money. Tony opines 
that although trusting strangers 
may seem naïve, when you really 
do that, you often end up mak-
ing new friends and have unex-
pected experiences. This is also 
a chance for the other person 
with vision to gain insight into 
the life of a blind person, which 
helps him be little less prejudiced 
towards disabled people.

Human beings use all their sens-
es and a combined response of 
all of our senses helps create a 
more holistic picture of what we 
are experiencing. For people like 
Tony, the sense of vision is miss-
ing, so when he walks around in 
a new place, he especially uses 
his sense of hearing and touch 
to sense the surroundings, while 
we normally use our sight. 

Voskresenskiy Fountain, Moscow, Russia 

There are many beautiful fountains across Moscow, which decorate 
various squares. Centuries back however, they provided drinking water 
to the Muscovites. The Voskresenskiy Fountain, also known as the Four 
Horses Fountain, is located outside the underground shopping mall and 
is a more recent addition. This point marks the end of the underground 
Neglinka River which is a tributary of the Moskva River. This fountain 
created by Russian-Georgian sculptor Zurab Tsereteli was installed here 
in 1996.  It is composed of the bronze sculpture of four horses that are 
galloping in the centre of a fountain basin and spraying water in the 
process. There are other smaller sculptures around. The bronze sculp-
ture is said to signify the four seasons. Behind the horse sculptures 
there are fun water arches under which there is a walkway through 
which one can take a walk. The fountain is located near the entrance 
to the Alexander Garden near the iconic Kremlin area in Moscow. The 
sculpture of the horses is exceptionally beautiful and even when the 
fountain is not operational it attracts attention of the passers-by. 

Neptunebrunnen, Berlin, Germany

This iconic fountain is located in between the St. Mary’s Church and 
the Rotes Rathaus near the Berliner Dom or the Berlin Cathedral. 
It was originally located at the Schlossplatz but was removed from 
there in 1951. After restoration it was moved to its current location in 
1969. The fountain is 18 metres in diameter and 10 metres in height. 
Neptunbrunnen, literally meaning Neptune Fountain, was designed 
by Reinhold Begas in Baroque Revival style. Dedicated to the Roman 
god Neptune, this fountain was built in the year 1891. There is the 
statue of Neptune in the center. There are statues of four women 
around him that represent the four main rivers of Prussia of that time: 
the Elbe (with the figure holding fruits and ears of corn), Rhine (with 
the figure holding fishnet and grapes), Vistula (with the figure holding 
wooden blocks, symbols of forestry), and Oder or Odra (with the fig-
ure holding goats and animal skins). The statue is also surrounded by 
various aquatic creatures, viz., a turtle, a snake, a seal and a crocodile.

Fontaine des Mers, Paris, France

Fontaines de la Concorde are a group of two iconic early 19th century 
fountains designed by Jacques Ignace Hittorff located in the Place de la 
Concorde in the very heart of Paris. One of these fountains commemo-
rates the maritime commerce of France, and the other commemorates 
navigation and commerce on the rivers of France. These are named the 
Fontaine des Mers and the Fontaine des Fleuves. Both are identical in de-
sign. The structure is made from cast iron and sculptures are in bronze. 
The fountains are inspired by those of St. Peter’s Square in Rome. Nearby 
one also finds an iconic obelisk. Before the French Revolution of the 18th 
century architect Jacques-Ange Gabriel designed a plan for a monumen-
tal statue of Louis XV with two fountains but the plan was never carried 
out. During the French Revolution, the square was named as the Place 
de la Revolution and the guillotine was placed here. Many people were 
including King Louis XVI were beheaded here. Roughly at the same place 
as the guillotine, the fountains are now located. 
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Tony loves waterfalls and has visited the four largest waterfalls in the 
world: Iguazu in Argentina and Brazil, Angel Falls in Venezuela, Niagara 
Falls between the USA and Canada and Victoria Falls between Zambia 
and Zimbabwe. He says that standing at the foot or above a roaring wa-
terfall and feeling the water on your face is the best thing he knows. The 
energy is enormous, and you can really sense the forces of nature when 
all the senses are stimulated, thinks Tony Giles.

Interestingly Tony hasn’t set himself the target of visiting all countries of 
the world, but he may well become the first blind person to do so. And 
what an achievement would that be! As of now, he plans to visit the 60 
largest uninhabited islands in Denmark and in Greece.

Tony Giles hopes to inspire people with disabilities to do things that may 
seem unmanageable. For a blind person, even making a cup of coffee or 
going shopping can be a big challenge. So, he thinks if he can motivate 
them by showing that they can do much beyond they can think, it would 
give him a great satisfaction. Tony believes that most things are possible 
if you believe in yourself.

The following is an article Tony wrote for Touriosity vividly depicting his 
trip to Japan. The article beautifully captures is elation at being at the 
technologically developed country, and at the same time it also reflects 
on the difficulties blind travellers like them may face at a place that 
hardly speaks their language.

I’m Tony Giles, 43 years old and from Southwest England. I’ve been trav-
elling the world alone for over 22 years, despite being totally blind and 
partially deaf in both ears.

Cover: Feeding an elephant at the ElephantCafe, Livingstone, Zambia;

1. Standing in front of an altar inside Sri Veeramakaliamman temple, Singapore;

2. Tony in a small boat in floating market in Kalimantan, Indonesia;

3. Tony in a food shop in Singapore sniffing a sack of spice;

4. Tony holding a 1.5 metre python in El Valle de Anton in Panama;

5. Standing beside the Niger River in Bamako, Mali;

6. Tony and his girlfriend Tatiana in front of Kaminarimon Gate in Tokyo, Japan;

7. Near Salto Hacha waterfall, Canaima National Park in Venezuela;

8. Tony on Victoria Falls Bridge on the Zambia - Zimbabwe border;

9. Near a monument outside the governors palace in Boa Vista;

10. Tony at the Monument of the Pioneers, Boa Vista, Brazil.
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commodation by asking several different people and showing them the 
address of where we were staying. It worked.

We also discovered the remarkable Japanese toilets and all their com-
plicated buttons! The only downside in Japan was that whilst we found 
people very kind, polite and helpful, we feel like we didn’t really make any 
friends. We found people to be shy and quiet. I don’t know if this was 
because of the language barrier or due to the completely different culture.

Indonesia was brilliant. I spent two months there alone in 2015, island 
hopping, island flying I should rather say. It was a great experience, with 
friendly people and delicious food. (Well, apart from the fruit Durian, 
which stinks disgustingly, the flesh tastes ok though!) I loved the culture; 
the monuments in Jakarta, Indonesia’s sprawling and noisy capital, the 
many fascinating Buddhist temples of Bali (I avoided the beaches, too 
touristy for me). I Found each island different. Ambon was very Christian 
and had old Dutch forts, whereas Ternate was mainly occupied by people 
of Muslim beliefs, mountainous and volcanic, yet both islands had plenty 
of history and charming, kind people. I was hosted by lovely families and 
people everywhere I went were good. I even got to visit the famous Ko-
modo Dragons off Flores Island – my favourite of the islands I visited.

Jayapura, capital of Papua, on the west side of the island of New Guinea, 
whilst hot, was nice. Here I had my first experience of wonderful Indo-
nesian hospitality. I stayed with a great guy named Indra and his sister. 
He whizzed me to different places on his motorbike. His good friend, 
Raymond flew me up to the high mountains, to Wamena in Dalien Valley. 
There I visited traditional villages, where people danced semi-naked for 
me.

I only experienced Thailand, Malaysia, Vietnam and Singapore briefly, but 
each country was fascinating in their own way.
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Attempting to cross a busy road in Vietnam with 5,000 bicycles all moving at once was a challenge! 
A fellow traveller told me to go with the flow and move with the traffic and, eventually, a gap 
would open up and we’d be able to walk through. The trick is not to stop! I found the idea of an 
entire family travelling on one small bicycle or moped, ingenious! What fun that must be! Indeed, I 
rode on many a fast moped myself, being driven around smelly Ho Chi Minh, Vietnam’s largest city, 
on several city tours. The honking of horns, the towers of rubbish, the smell emanating off the Sai-
gon River, combined with the crazy traffic made for a vivid picture in my mind. Bangkok, Thailand, 
was somewhat similar, but was made even more complicated with its open drains, broken sidewalks 
and bridges. Getting around this chaotic and pulsating city blind was a huge challenge and near im-
possible without company. Luckily, I met several friendly travellers in the hostel I stayed. They walked 
the streets with me, described the colourful temples and markets. And, at one point, even stopped a 
river boat for me so I could jump aboard and experience a little of Bangkok by boat.

Turkey I’ve experienced on many occasions. I love Istanbul with its wealth of fascinating mosques, 
palaces, museums and markets. I love simply walking about and hearing the city talk all around me. 

I enjoy lounging in a Turkish café, sitting 
on a comfy pillow, sipping those small 
hot glasses of tea and hearing the world 
go by. A great way of travelling! Turk-
ish people are very charming. Everyone 
should experience Turkey once.

1. Sand Boarding in Cerro Negro volcano in 

Nicaragua;

2. Bungee jumping off the Transporter Bridge 

in Middlesbrough, UK;

3. Feeding an elephant in Livingstone, Zambia;

4. Sliding down the sand dunes on a 

deathslide in Natale, north-east Brazil;

5. Handgliding in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil;

6. Riding a horse on Ometepe Island, Nicaragua;

7. Tony in a Sand Buggy in Natale, Brazil;

8. Sliding along a zip wire to a bungee jump 

platform in San Gil, Colombia;

9. Tony in Zodiac boat, departing Ushuaia, 

Argentina, World’s southernmost city.

Also:

A photo of Tony Giles and the several books 

he has autored so far. These are all available 

for purchase at Amazon.
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